1. Optically place numerals within shield.

2. Any 2-digit route with one or more #1's in the copy will be a "D" series.

3. Any 3-digit route with two #1's in the copy will be a "C" series.

4. Any 3-digit route with three #1's in the copy will be a "D" series.


6. Dimensions of route markers not shown on this sheet shall be directly proportional to those shown.

**GENERAL NOTES**

**NH STATE ROUTE MARKER PATTERN FOR GUIDE SIGN USE**

**SAULING TURNPIKE ROUTE MARKERS** (FOR GUIDE SIGN USE)

**EVERETT TURNPIKE ROUTE MARKERS** (FOR GUIDE SIGN USE)

**N.H. STATE ROUTE MARKERS**

**DIMENSIONS (INCHES)/LETTER FONTS**

**STANDARD PLANS**

**SIGNING STANDARD**

**ROUTE MARKER DETAILS**

**NEW HAMPSHIRE TURNPIKE ROUTE MARKERS**

- **SPAULDING TURNPIKE GUIDE SIGN ROUTE MARKERS**

- **EVERETT TURNPIKE GUIDE SIGN ROUTE MARKERS**

**NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE ROUTE MARKERS**

- **INDEPENDENT ROUTE MARKERS** shall have black text inside a black "old man" image.

- **GUIDE SIGN ROUTE MARKERS** shall have black text on a cut out white "old man" outline.

**NEW HAMPSHIRE TURNPIKE ROUTE MARKERS**

- **SPAULDING TURNPIKE GUIDE SIGN ROUTE MARKERS** shall have blue text, border, and disk on a white background.

- **EVERETT TURNPIKE GUIDE SIGN ROUTE MARKERS** shall have green text, border, and disk on a white background.

**INTERSTATE AND U.S. ROUTE MARKERS** shall conform to the MUTCD and Standard Highway Signs Manual.